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1.

SECTIOii-A

l.
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is coMPULSORy consisting oi TtN questions carrying

TWO marks each.
,I r:
SECTION - B & C have FOUR questions each.

2.
3. Attempt any
4.
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INSTRUCTION TO CANDIDATES

3

FIVE questions froiiiesiCTtON

EIGHT marks each.
Select atleast TWO questions

Answer briefly

'L

f

B&C

carrying

TtoN-B&C.

:

(a) State the con

.:,

I

(b) What (o&)u
substance?3
(c)

tand by thermodyramic propefiy and themometric

are two values of specihc heat for a gas?

in the term reye$ibility

as applied

to

a thermodynamic process.

mment on the statemeflt: The entlopy of the universe tends to be
maxltnum.

(t) An engine working on Otto

cycle has temperatures 300 K and 600 K
at the beginning and end of the compression stroke. Determine the
compression ratio and air standard efliciency.

(g) List the various advantages of interual combustion engines over erlemal
combustion engines.
(h) Explain the tems isotropy and homogeneity.

(i)

Define a smart matedal.

O

Define first momert ofan area about an axis.

utL
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SECTION-B

2.

a) Differentiate between temperatue, heat and intemal energr'

(3)

b) A cylinder ofvolume 0.1 m3 contains nitrogen gas at 1.01 bar and
20'C. If 0.5 kg of nitogen is now pumped into cylinder, calculate the
new pressure when the cylindgr has retumed to initial te4pbgature.
The molar mass of nitrogen is 28 kg/not. Assume nitXght to be
perfect
(5)

gas.

3. a)

Show that internal energy

I is a turction of t.-pffi

#y.

Q)

b) The,following is the equation which re1a.{i&lffternal energy
pressure p, and volume y for several gasgst\. -

u,

. U=a+bpV
Where a and b are constants. Rrovemat for a reversible adiabatic
process, pVr = C where t =.-$!{p
(6)

4. A steady

flow thermodynanfry.'3yglbm receives fluid at a rate of 6 kg/min
with an initial prg33qfe
veloci
15om/s,
l'€ of 2 bar, velocity
internal energy 800$7&jrand density 27 kg/m3. The fluid leaves the

system

with a

fiird1' pressure

of 8 bar, velocity 200 m/s.

intemal energy lop-rzf,tg and der-Sily 5 kg/ml.

If fluid retrei& 80 kJ/kg of heat dnring passing through the system arrd
rises throush
60 m.
m, determine the work done durins
rR)
process.
(8)
during the nrocess
{rpggh 6d
a) I-.i!e'e6mot
sourae and sink
T.{to'e6mot engines working in serias between the source
atures of 550 K and 350 K. If both engines develop equal
deterrnine intermediate temperature.

(4)

A cyclic heat engine operates between 800'C and 30'C. What is the
least rate of heat rejection in ftrret ouhut of engine?
(4)
SECTION-C

6. A gas engine working on Otto cycle

has a compression ratio ?. The
pressure and temperature at the start of compressiol is 0.98 6or and
328K, the air gas ratio is 1.2:1. If the heatirg value of the gas is
3850 kJ/m3 and specific heat at constant volume is 0.719 kJ/kg - K,
Calculate the thermal efficiency, mean effectir e pressure and work done
per kg of the mixture.
(8).-

7. a) One kg of water at 273 K is

brought into contact with a heat
reseryoir at 363 K. When the water has reached at 363 K. find:

i) Change in entropy of water,

ii)

Change in eotropy of reservoir,

iii) Change in entropy of univer5b.

, aa-{&

(6)

b) If the water is heated ftom 273 K to 361 f bl, firsl biqg)nd it in
aontact with a reservoir at 313 K and then with a r{$divolr at 363 K,
what will be the entopy change ofthe
A)

unirerse?

8. a) Find the mass momant of inertia of soli{

rotation.
rotation.

b)

Determine the polar moment of

colre about its axis of
(6)
/6)
-a'\a

*" *'\3

intftiabf a hollow circular
ickness is 1 cz.

9.

a)

b)

section
(2)

